Endoscopy-assisted percutaneous anterior gastropexy for gastric volvulus: a minimally invasive technique using a special instrument

A 5-year-old boy, who had had repeated episodes of vomiting, developed sudden onset mild abdominal pain and vomiting. An enhanced computed tomography (CT) scan showed marked distension of the stomach (Fig. 1) and a barium meal revealed a suspected mesenterioaxial gastric volvulus (Fig. 2a). No evidence of a hiatal hernia or mucosal ischemic change was observed on esophagogastroduodenoscopy. Therefore, the abnormal rotation was reduced using an endoscope to the normal anatomical position, which was confirmed radiologically (Fig. 2b). The post-therapeutic course was uneventful. The patient underwent endoscopy-assisted percutaneous gastropexy 2 months after this episode. This was performed using the gastropexy device that is included in the Kangaroo Seldinger percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) kit (Nippon Sherwood Medical Industries Ltd., Tokyo, Japan; Fig. 3). This device is normally used for gastropexy during PEG insertion, when it is simply fixed in position through the skin, peritoneum, and anterior stomach wall from the percutaneous site by nonabsorbable sutures. The fixation for the gastric volvulus was located under endoscopic observation at two points within the stomach: the middle part of the gastric body and the antrum (Fig. 4). The total time under intravenous sedation for the endoscopic operation was 10 minutes. A mild skin infection was observed postoperatively, but healed immediately with antibiotics. During longer term follow-up, he has remained well and symptom free.

Gastric volvulus is being recognized with increasing frequency because of recent improvements in diagnostic instruments [1, 2]. Generally gastropexy by an open or laparoscopic procedure is performed in cases without coexisting problems such as hiatal hernia or organ malformations [3, 4]. In the present case an endoscopy-assisted percutaneous gastropexy was performed at the middle part of the gastric body and the antrum using a special instrument. Although this endoscopy-assisted gastropexy, unlike conventional methods, is able to fix only the anterior wall of the stomach, mesenterioaxial gastric volvulus without comorbidity is a good indication because fixation of the antrum is mandatory.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first endoscopy-assisted percutaneous gastropexy for chronic organoaxial gastric volvulus. This procedure is technically feasible, effective, and safe; however, the explanation for the gastric volvulus must be evaluated first.
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Fig. 3  The Kangaroo Seldinger percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) kit, as used in the normal way, showing: a the individual components; b paracentesis being performed; c the loop needle opened; d the thread held; e the thread being extracted.

Fig. 4  Endoscopic view showing the fixation in our case at two points within the stomach: the middle part of the gastric body and the antrum.
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